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SUMMARY

Females heterozygous for the T(l; X)Ct X-autosome translocation
tend to have lower levels of c-variegation when their rearranged X is
inherited from the father rather than from the mother. The difference is
not due to a maternal effect. It is postulated that a paternal or parental-
source effect, such as that found to modify position effect variegation in
Drosophila, is operating but the possibility that a bias in the inactivation
of the maternal and paternal X chromosomes is responsible cannot be
ruled out.

1. INTRODUCTION

The variegation associated with the mouse X-autosome translocations (Cat-
tanach, 1961a; Russell & Bangham, 1959, 1961) appears to be dependent upon the
JT-inactivation process (Lyon, 1961), for it is not found in the hemizygous male
(XTY) or single-X female (XTO) but only in the heterozygous female (XTX) or the
exceptional male (XTXY) (Cattanach, 1961a, b). Two mechanisms are considered
to be responsible. I t is thought that most of the variegation is due to the inactiva-
tion of the rearranged autosomal genes in those cells in which the rearranged X
(XT) is in its inactive, heterochromatic condition. The random inactivation of one
or the other X thus gives rise to a variegated phenotype for the rearranged autoso-
mal genes. A second source of variegation also exists, however. This is thought to
be analogous to the F-type position effects described in Drosophila (see reviews by
Baker, 1968; Lewis, 1950). Suppression of activity of the rearranged autosomal
genes does not always follow XT inactivation, and the more remote the autosomal
locus from the break point the less susceptible it is to the inactivating influence of
the heterochromatic X, i.e. there is a 'spreading effect' (Cattanach, 1961; Russell,
1963).

Although JT-inactivation appears to be a random process, the mechanism
causing the Drosophila-type position effect variegation is under genetic control
(Cattanach & Isaacson, 1965, 1967). Located in the X chromosome is a controlling
element which is closely linked to the T(l; X)Ct break point and alternative
' states' of the element have been found which permit different levels of T(l; X)Ct
position effect variegation. The influence of the ' states' is not limited to the posi-
tion effect variegation, however. The heterozygous phenotypes of at least two
X-linked genes are similary modified and it would therefore seem probable that the
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primary effect is upon the inactivation of the X itself (Cattanach, Pollard & Perez,
1969).

The present communication reports a second factor which modifies the variega-
tion associated with the T{1; X)Ct X-autosome translocation. A small but consis-
tent difference has been found between the levels of variegation of females derived
from reciprocal crosses and the data indicate that this is not due to some effect of
the mother's genotype or cytoplasm but to whether the source of the XT was
maternal or paternal. It is not clear whether the responsible mechanism operates
upon the randomness of the X-inactivation process or upon the position effect
variegation.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

The translocation, T(l; X)Ct, is one in which a piece of linkage group I bearing
the wild type alleles of pink-eye (p) and albino (c) has been inserted into the X-
chromosome (Cattanach, 1961a; Ohno & Cattanach, 1962). In the experiments to
be described all the translocation-bearing animals carry the chromosomally unbal-
anced duplication form, Dp(l; X)Ct, of the rearrangement and albino (c) is present
on both normal linkage group I chromosomes. The heterozygous female thus
exhibits a c-variegated or flecked phenotype and this is normally observed on a
non-agouti (a), black (b+) background coat colour. In the present communication the
term Dp will be applied to both Dp(l; X)Ct heterozygotes and hemizygotes.

All the Dp animals carried one or the other of the two alternative 'states' of the
controlling element in their XT chromosome. The 'state' designated high permits a
near-50 % level of c-variegation, that designated low, a near-30 % level. The dif-
ference is attributed to the frequency of XT-inactive cells in which the rearranged
c+ gene is inactivated (Cattanach & Isaacson, 1965, 1967).

An indication that the levels of variegation of females derived from reciprocal
crosses might differ was present in some earlier data on the controlling elements
(Cattanach & Isaacson, 1967), but since the difference was small and therefore an
inconsistent feature of the few data in which other possible factors could be con-
sidered reasonably controlled, the validity of the observation was not recognized.

The first clear evidence of a reciprocal cross difference was obtained when the
' two' states of the controlling element were isolated and established in two sublines
of an inbred stock (JU/Fa). The sublines were routinely maintained by repeatedly
backcrossing the Dp females of each generation to JU males. These crosses pro-
vided the maternal XT females; the paternal XT females were produced in progeny
tests that were carried out on all Dp males. The tests involved crossing the males to
a series of JU females and deducing their genotypes with respect to the ' state' of
their controlling element from the mean level of variegation of their daughters.
The paternal XT and maternal XT females to be compared were thus derived from
reciprocal crosses. This type of data was only available in the third generation of
each subline; after the second generation of inbreeding the Dp male which normally
exhibits a low viability (Cattanach, 1961) became a lethal class.

A second set of data indicating a reciprocal cross difference was obtained with
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crossbred derivatives of the two sublines. Progeny tests on Dp males, produced by
outcrossing the increasingly inbred females of each generation, yielded large groups
of paternal XT females. In the absence of reciprocal cross data, the scores on these
females were compared with those of the Fx outcross maternal XT females of the
preceding generation. The justification for this comparison will become apparent
when the data are presented. A more detailed description of the sublines and crosses
is described elsewhere (Cattanach et al. 1969).

When the reciprocal cross difference was first observed it was thought that
selection might be operating differentially on the viabilities of the Dp females pro-
duced in the two types of cross. The rationale was as follows, (a) I t is known that
the viability of the hemizygous Dp male is very low and that that of the heterozy-
gous Dp female is somewhat reduced (Cattanach, 1961a; Cattanach & Isaacson,
1965), (6) it is reasonable to suppose (in the absence of evidence) that the degree
of reduction in Dp female viability will be proportional to the number of cells with
the autosomal duplication (or XT) genetically active, (c) it is then likely that any
factor which enhances viability will allow the survival of those Dp females possess-
ing greater number of cells with the duplication genetically active. It should be
noted that the argument rests on the assumption that the proportion of cells with
the duplication active will tend to be the same in all cell types. There would then be
a correlation between reduction in viability and extent of pigmented areas in the
coat.

On this basis, there are at least two mechanisms by which Dp female viability
might differ in reciprocal crosses. The first and most likely is that Dp females, being
less viable and somewhat less healthy, would provide a poorer pre-natal and post-
natal environment for their progeny than the chromosomally normal c females of the
reciprocal cross. The second possibility is that some autoincompatibility between
the c mothers and their c progeny might exist such as has been demonstrated by
Hull (1964, 1968) in his studies with the agouti and histocompatibility-3 loci. A
histocompatibility locus (H-4) may be carried in the piece of linkage group I
translocated to the X and, if the allele differes from that of the inbred stock, might
favour the survival of Dp progeny of c females over their c sibs.

In order to test for an in viability/pigmentation correlation the viabilities of the
Dp females produced in all crosses were calculated. Pre-natal viability was esti-
mated from the ratio of Dp (dark-eyed) females to c males at birth and the post-
natal viability from the ratio of Dp females at birth to that at 3 weeks of age. The
estimate of the pre-natal viability is reduced by the sex ratio but allows comparison
of equivalent data in reciprocal crosses.

In the absence of any selective effect on the viabilities of Dp females, it is difficult
to imagine how the maternal environment or maternal cytoplasm could influence
the level of pigmentation of the Dp progeny. The observation that more pigmenta-
tion is found in the variegated daughters of females that do not carry the XT seems
to be a variance with any simple maternal effect interpretation. However, in order
to determine whether the observed reciprocal cross difference was due to any such
effect, a comparison was made of the levels of variegation exhibited by paternal
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XT daughters of Dp and chromosomally normal mothers. These were produced by
crossing Dp females and their c sibs with Dp males of their own line. The homozy-
gous Dp female is inviable and hence the Dp daughters of both crosses possess a
paternal XT and a normal X from the mother. Only if a maternal effect were
operating would the scores of the daughters of Dp and c mothers be expected to
differ. All the animals employed in these crosses were derived from the third
generation of outcrossing of the two sublines. The crossbred animals were hetero-
zygous for the coat colour gene, brown (b) and hence brown offspring were produced
among the intercross progeny.

The lines carrying the high and low ' states' of the controlling element are desig-
nated H and L, respectively, and their outcross derivatives HX and LX. Numbers
associated with these symbols, e.g. L2, indicate the generation of inbreeding of the
animals or, in the case of the outcross animals, e.g. L2X, the generation of in-
breeding of the mother.

The levels of c-variegation in the coats were determined in the standard manner
(Cattanach & Isaacson, 1967; Cattanach et al. 1969); the amount of white areas in
the coats of individual females was estimated to the nearest 5 % and the scoring
was carried out on groups of at least 50 animals and without knowledge of their
identity. This practice was found to reduce the errors liable to occur with this
admittedly subjective scoring procedure. It should be stressed that the method
overestimates the true levels of variegation by about 10-15%; the levels, deter-
mined by counts on hair samples, are near-50 % for lines carrying the high ' state'
and near-30% for lines carrying the 'low' state. The data to be presented here
have not been corrected for the scoring bias.

3. RESULTS
The first data indicating a difference between the mean scores of reciprocally

derived females are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Since each 'state' of the controlling
element was introduced into the inbred line by way of Dp males, all the females of
the first generation possessed a paternally derived XT. In the second generation
both Dp males and females were produced and the progeny tests on the former and
the standard backcross of the latter produced third generation reciprocal cross
animals of identical genetic backgrounds. It can be seen that with both ' states' the
mean score of the paternal XT females is lower than that of the equivalent maternal
XT females and the difference in each case is statistically significant. The consistency
of the observation becomes more apparent when the scores of the individual
progeny tests are considered. Although the maternal ,XT/paternal XT female
difference is small, almost all the individual progeny test scores were lower than the
maternal XT female scores. It should also be noted that the maternal XT female
scores varied little from generation to generation; none of the differences were
statistically significant. This was also true for the difference between the paternal
XT female scores of the first and third generations. Since the genetic background
changed in each generation of backcrossing this factor cannot be considered to
play any significant part in modifying the level of variegation.
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Table 1. Levels of c-variegation observed in H line Dp females
derived from reciprocal crosses

(The score in parentheses is the mean of several incomplete progeny tests.)

47

Generation

1

2

3

4

Maternal XT 99

No. ?? Mean amount of c

— —
227 61-54 ±0-66%
144 61-56 ±0-82%*

No. $9

61

—
22
20
20
27
20
15
15
10

(21)
Total 170

60 59-17+1-40% —

Paternal XT 99
A

Mean amount of c

58-44+1-25%
—

57-27 + 1-89%
62-50+1-87%
56-25 ±2-59%
56-48 ±2-40%
57-25 + 2-45%
55-67 + 2-92 %
57-67 ±2-28%
57-00 ±3-18%

(58-81 ±2-74%)
57-71 + 0-82%*

—

* Significantly different: t313 = 3-32; P < 0-001.

Table 2. Levels of c-variegation observed in L line Dp females
derived from reciprocal crosses

Generation

1

2

3

4

No. 99

—

105

35

34

Maternal XT 99
A

\ 1

Mean amount of c No. 99
— 42

50-71 ±1-29% —
53-00+1-81% 25

26
19
22
26
9
8

Total 135
51-91 + 1-76% —

Paternal XT 99
A

Mean amount of c

45-36+1-85%
—

43-60 + 2-44%
46-35 ±2-90%
43-68 ± 3-50 %
47-27 ±2-43%
51-54 ±2-40%
46-66 ±3-12%
46-25 ± 4-51 %
46-63 ±1-12%*

—

* Significantly different: tim = 3-08; P < 0-01.

The second set of data indicating a reciprocally-derived female difference is
shown in Table 3. The comparison here is between animals of different generations
and slightly different backgrounds; however, this seemed justifiable in view of the
findings made in the two sublines and also in view of the consistency of scores
obtained on all genetic backgrounds (Tables 1-3). If this argument is accepted,
then the results presented again demonstrate a small but consistent difference in
the scores of maternal XT and paternal XT females. The paternal XT female data
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are too extensive to permit the presentation of the individual progeny test scores,
but with certain notable exceptions all fell within the range of scores obtained with
L and H line Dp males. All the exceptions were found in tests of HX males; these
Dp males bred as though they possessed the low ' state' of the controlling element,
an indication that a change in the 'state' of the element had occurred (Cattanach
& Isaacson, 1967; Cattanach et al. 1969). The data from these ' changed' males have
not been included in the Table.

Table 3. Levels of c-variegation observed in crossbred Dp females
derived from the reciprocal types of crosses

(T (as in L2XT, L3XT, etc.) indicates progeny test data.)

TJITIA o n H
1 J 11 IrT cLim*

generation
L2X

L2XT
L3X

L3XT
LfX

LtXT
H2X

H2XT
H3X

H3XT
HAX

H.XT

No. ??

25
• —

10
.—
66
—
25
—
74
—
59
—

Maternal XT ?$

Mean amount of c

54-00 ±2-22%
—

48-50 ±3-00%
—

51-29±l-47%
—

61-60 ±1-99%
—

62-16 ±1-29%
—

59-15 ±1-54%
—

No. ?$

144
—

226
—

469
—

205
—

584
—

200

Paternal XT ??
A

Mean amount of c
—

43-54 ± 1 0 3 %
—

45-29 ± 0-69 %
—

44-03 ±0-55%
—

58-66 ±0-78%
—

57-78 + 0-60%
—

57-30 + 0-82%

Table 4. Viabilities of Dp females derived from L and H line reciprocal crosses

Viability of maternal XT $$ Viability of paternal XT $$
Line and
;eneration

Li
Lz

L3
X,

• H i
H2

H3

H,

Pre-natal

0-49
0-56
0-83

0-74
0-69
0-72

A

Post-natal

0-91
0-92
0-80

0-96
0-91
0-83

Total

0-45
0-52
0-66

0-71
0-63
0-60

Pre-natal

0-90
—

0-78

0-80
—

0-88

A

Post-natal

0-94
—

0-69

0-94
—

0-88

Total

0-85
—

0-54
—

0-75
—

0-77

The viabilities of the Dp females produced in the various crosses are summarized
in Tables 4 and 5 and it can be seen that the survival of Dp females is consistently
higher in litters of c mothers than in those of Dp mothers. This evidence would
tend to support the hypothesis that the lower mean scores of the paternal XT

females are due to the survival of Dp females possessing greater numbers of cells
with the duplication genetically active. However, a search for a viability/
variegation score correlation within each type of cross did not provide any sup-
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porting evidence. The viabilities varied widely in different generations and on
different genetic backgrounds (see Tables 4 and 5), but no accompanying change
in the variegation scores could be found (see Tables 1, 2 and 3). In fact, more often
than not, minor variations in the scores tended to lie in the opposite direction from
that predicted by the hypothesis. It can thus be concluded that although viability
may be influenced by a number of genetic and environmental factors, this is not
true of the variegation score. There is no evidence of an interaction between the
two characters.

Table 5. Viabilities of crossbred Dp females derived from the reciprocal type
of crosses

(T (as in LZXT, L3XT, etc.) indicates progeny test data.)

Viability of maternal XT 99 Viability of paternal XT 99
Line and
;eneration
L,2X

L2XT
L,SX

L3XT
LfX

LkXT

H2X
H2XT

H3X
H3XT

HtX
HAXT

Pre-natal

0-81
—

0-50

0-66
—

0-78
—

0-74
—

0-61

Post-natal

1-00
—

0-91

0-87
—

1-00
—

0-92
—

0-92

Total

0-81
—

0-46

0-58
—

0-78
—

0-68
—

0-56

Pre-natal

0-95

0-81
—

0-85
—

0-88
—

0-82
—

0-74

Post-natal

0-88

0-83
—

0-82
—

0-87
—

0-84
—

0-90

Tota

0-84

0-67

0-70
—

0-77

0-69
—

0-66

Table 6. Levels of c-variegation observed in Dp daughters of Dp
and chromosomally normal (c) females

Line

H3X

L3X

Cross

Dp ?? x Dp S3
c??xDp 33
Dp $? x Dp S3
c 99xDp S3
Dp 99 x Dp SS
c99xDP(J(J
Dp 99 x Dp SS
c99xDp S3

* Not sisnificantl1

Background
coat colour

6+
b+
b
b

b+
b+
b
b

y different: U, =

No. 99
scored

65
83
17
34

21
24

9
14

1-20: P >

Mean amount of c
55-62+1-39%
57-05+ 1-26%
62-65 + 2-42 %*
58-68 ±1-90%*
43-10 ±2-45%
44-38 ±2-54%

44-44 %
49-64%

0-2.

The results of the experiment designed to determine whether the reciprocal
cross difference was due to a maternal effect is shown in Table 6. The collection of
large numbers of Dp females from the Dp x Dp cross was made a long and tedious
process by the low fertility and high incidence of sterile matings typical of the
cross. Nevertheless, sufficient data were accumulated to demonstrate any difference
in the scores between the two crosses were one to exist. I t can be seen that with

4 GRH 15
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both 'states' of the controlling element the scores of the b+ Dp daughters of
c mothers was actually higher, rather than lower, than those of the equivalent
daughters of Dp mothers. The same observation was made with the b animals
carrying the low state but the data here were too few to be meaningful. Only with
the b females carrying the high ' state' was the difference between the scores in the
two crosses in the right direction to indicate a maternal effect and here the difference
was not statistically significant. The results of the experiment do not therefore
support the concept that a maternal effect is responsible for the difference observed
in the sub lines and their crossbred derivatives.

It should be added that the viability of the Dp daughters of the Dp females in
these crosses was higher than that generally observed in the earlier crosses (Tables
4, 5) and it might be argued that this was the cause of the lower variegation scores,
i.e. it would support a viability/variegation score correlation. However, the via-
bilities tended to be high in both sets of crosses, this no doubt being due to the fact
that the parents were F1 outcross animals and that in the Dp x Dp crosses the
viability estimate would be further enhanced by the early loss of the homozygous
Dp progeny (Cattanach, 1961 a; Lyon, 1967). Despite these elevated viabilities there
remained a difference between the estimates obtained for the Dp females derived
from the Dp x Dp and c x Dp crosses, e.g. in the H3X groups the pre-natal via-
bilities were 0-85 and 0-92 respectively and both post-natal viabilities were 0-87, and
yet the variegation scores differed little from each other or from the scores obtained
in the earlier crosses (Tables 1—3). The apparent association between viability and
variegation score in between-cross comparisons seems to be a fortuitous one; it
cannot be demonstrated within crosses.

4. DISCUSSION

The data presented clearly demonstrate.that Dp females inheriting their XT

from the father tend to have lower levels of c-variegation, i.e. more pigmented hair
in the coats, than Dp females inheriting their XT from the mother. This was ob-
served in the two sublines in which the high and low ' states' of the controlling
element were being introduced into an inbred background and also in the crossbred
derivatives of the two sublines. The difference in the phenotype between maternal
and paternal XT females must therefore be a real phenomenon and one that is not
dependent upon any one genetic background.

Although it seemed possible that there might be a correlation between viability
and variegation score, this was only evident in reciprocal crosses. The variations in
viability within each type of cross was equally as high as that between reciprocal
crosses, and yet in all crosses of each type the variegation score remained constant.
Viability differences, whether resulting from differences in the maternal environ-
ment or from autoincompatibility between c mothers and c progeny, cannot
therefore be the cause of the reciprocal cross differences in variegation score. This
conclusion could also be drawn from the comparison of the Dp female x Dp male
and c female x Dp male crosses, and in these crosses it was also clear that mother's
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genotype or cytoplasm was not responsible for the maternal XT/paternal XT

female difference; some other parental effect must be involved.
Before seeking an interpretation of the reciprocal cross difference, the mecha-

nisms responsible for the variegation should be considered. The c-variegation
observed in the coats of T(l; X)Ct and other X-autosome translocation hetero-
zygotes is thought to be due to the presence of two populations of melanocytes, one
capable of producing pigment and the other not, and this conclusion has recently
found support in the observation that cc \\ c+c+ allophenic mice show similar
variegated phenotypes (Mintz, 1967). In the case of the translocations, the two
cell populations arise from the random X-inactivation process and the superimposed
position effect variegation (Cattanach & Isaacson, 1965, 1967; Russell, 1963, 1964).
Any parental influence upon the variegation would therefore be expected to
operate upon one or both of these mechanisms or upon the two cell populations
once established.

In the absence of a maternal effect, a paternal effect might be considered the most
likely cause of difference between Dp daughters of Dp and c males and the fact that
phenotypes tend towards those of the father appears to support this. However, it
is difficult to imagine how cytoplasmic differences between the sperm of Dp and c
fathers could bias the randomness of the X-inactivation process or modify the
inactivating properties of the X and it is most improbable that a cytoplasmic
influence could be transmitted through many cell generations to modify pigment
production in the melanocytes or alter the proliferation rates or migration of one
of the two cell populations. Nuclear differences resulting from the presence or
absence of the rearrangement may, instead, be responsible.

'Residual' influences of the parental genotype have long been recognized in
Drosophila (Noujdin, 1944) and have more recently been the subject of intensive
study in both D. melanogaster (Baker & Spofford, 1959; Cohen, 1962; Hessler,
1961; Spofford, 1959, 1961, 1967) and D. virilis (Schneider, 1962). One of these
influences, the parental source effect, may be applicable to the observations des-
cribed here in the mouse. Differences in the level of variegation which could not
be explained by a maternal effect were detected in reciprocal crosses. That the
parental-source of the rearrangement was the responsible factor was best demon-
strated by Baker (1963) using the Dp(l: 3)wm2M'5ia rearrangement of D. melano-
gaster. From crosses in which both parents carried the duplication he was able to
recover offspring inheriting the duplication from either the father or the mother
and these exhibited differing phenotypes.

Unfortunately, the equivalent test cannot be made with the mouse X-autosome
translocation and hence a clear distinction between a paternal and parental-source
effect cannot be made. However, in view of the parental nature of the effect and
the mechanisms upon which it must operate, it seems most probable that the X
chromosome, or perhaps the controlling element, is conditioned in some way
during its passage through the male or female germ line such that its behaviour in
the embryo is modified. By analogy with the V-type position effects described in
Drosophila, the conditioning could be thought to modify the inactivating properties

4-2
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of the heterochromatic X but it could equally well apply to the behaviour of the
X at the time of inactivation; a bias in the randomness of X-inactivation may
exist such that the paternal X is less likely to be inactivated. Whatever the mecha-
nism affected, the same type of process may be working as that described in Sciara
and the mealy bugs (Crouse, 1960; Hughes-Schrader, 1949; Metz, 1939; Nelson-
Rees, 1962); the chromosomes are said to acquire an 'imprint' during their passage
through the germ cells of either sex such that the behaviour of the maternal and
paternal chromosomes may differ in the embryo (Crouse, 1960).

In concluding, it may be pointed out that if any such conditioning of the X
occurs, reciprocal cross differences in the heterozygous phenotypes of .X-linked
genes might be expected. This would obviously follow if the conditioning biased the
X-inactivation process; it would also follow if the conditioning modified the in-
activating properties of the X, for modification of the inactivating properties by
the mouse X-chromosome controlling element system has been found to influence
the heterozygous phenotypes of two X-linked genes, Tabby (Ta) and Viable-
brindled (Vbr) in the same manner as the position effect variegation (Cattanach
et al. 1969). Such a reciprocal cross difference has in fact been observed with Ta.
Ta reduces the vibrissa number and when this criterion is used as a measure of the
level of phenotypic expression of the Ta allele in the heterozygote, it is found with
complete regularity that Taj + progeny of Taj + females and + males have higher
vibrissa scores (more nearly normal) than Taj + progeny of + / + females and
Ta males (Dun & Frazer, 1959; Frazer & Kindred, 1960). Unfortunately, the
equivalence of the observations made on Ta and the T(l; X)Ct variegation is
confused by the fact that a maternal effect is considered to be the cause of the
Ta reciprocal cross difference (Kindred, 1961). This conclusion was based on a
single set of data and the validity of the results perhaps should be reconsidered in
light of the seemingly identical behaviour of the translocation-induced variegation.
It would appear to be too much of a coincidence that two X-linked traits, operating
in different cell types, should show reciprocal cross differences in the heterozygous
females and that the phenotype in each case should be biased towards that of the
father. Surely a common mechanism must be responsible, one that is in some way
related to X-inactivation.

This work was supported by a grant (GM-15885) from the National Institutes of Health,
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